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With the real estate market more competitive than ever, investing in a home lift is sure to 

make your property stand out from the rest. 

The Simplex Homelift creates a unique selling point and appeals to a broader market, 

creating a fully accessible home. Not only does it add value to your property, but it also 

provides peace of mind for the future, ensuring accessibility and convenience for the 

homeowner. 

The minimal style lines, enriched with premium finishes and lighting, makes for a truly 

tailored result. 
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The air filtration system has been designed to be invisible to the eye, ensuring a seamless design 

experience. They are installed above the ceiling, making it safe for you to stay inside your lift cabin for 

as long as you want! 

Your Homelift contains a board that accommodates any upgrades available in the future. This ensures 

your lift continues to operate at its optimum. 

The Simplex Homelift has been designed using the latest technologies with the implementation of the 

luxurious touch panel. 

The Simplex Homelift has been designed using certified and recyclable materials. We value the 

opportunity to reduce our carbon footprint. 

Through a simple app or supplementing an already installed home automation system, the Bluetooth 

protocol of your Homelift allows you to adjust the lighting's intensity, warmth, and colour tones. A 

powerful tool to customise your cabin right at your fingertips. 
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Tailor your lift to suit your home's 

architecture and design. 

With the beauty of consciously chosen 

sustainable materials, the Simplex 

Homelift adapts to the style of your 

environments with customisable colours. 

Travel in style with premium 

materials and high quality finishes. 

The Simplex Homelift is designed and 

manufactured in Italy. All materials 

sourced to reflect the highest quality, 

ensuring your lift adds a touch of luxury 

to your home. 

Innovative design ensures the latest 

technologies are capitalised on for 

your benefit. 

We are constantly looking for emerging 

technologies to take our lifts to new 

heights, resulting in cost and eco-effective 

solutions to move you through your day. 



Robyn Ro/ton Photography 

LUXURY LIVING 

The Homelift is a premium alternative to the everyday residential lift. Driven by Italian 

design, technology, and sustainable solutions, this premium piece of equipment effortlessly 

combines comfort with style. 

We collaborate with builders, designers, and architects to produce some of Queensland
1

s 

most prestigious homes. 

The Homelift was one of the 2020 Archiproducts Design Award winners and took home a 

Reddot award in 2021 ! 

MY HOMELIFT SEAMLESSLY COMBINES THE BEAUTY OF THE 

OUTDOORS WITH MY HOME'S INTERIOR. 

Julia Morgan 



Features and Technical Data 

Eco-Efficient Technology 

The eco-friendly choice is an oil-free system, thanks to MRL technology (machine roomless, 

no extra space is required beyond the shaft). 

Safety Devices and Batteries 

The technical features reflect the most advanced technology. Full-height photocell barriers 

and backup batteries allow the lift to return to the landing and open the doors in case of 

electric power failure. 

Upgrade 

The Simplex Homelift is designed to withstand the test of time. All the cabin details allow 

upgrades in the finishes, replacement of parts, and the implementation of materials without 

disassembling the entire system. This option adds value and makes customisation easy 

and safe. 

Comfort and Silence 

The inverter provides a gentle and controlled departure and arrival. Traveling in comfort, the 

Simplex Homelift is silent when operating: all the construction details, such as the low 

placement of the motor, the quality of the cabin structure, and the door mechanism, are 

designed to reduce vibrations and keep noise to a minimum. 

Fast Installation and Maintenance 

From the packaging to the pre-wiring, every step is dedicated to focusing on the quality of 

the installation. In the case of two stops in a masonry shaft, it can be installed in one week. 



WHAT STYLE SUITS 

YOU? 

Each inspiration represents 
a different design style. 

You can mix and match the 
customisable options to 
find the perfect solution for 
you and your home. 
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Cabin Standard Version 

- All walls in white finishing

- Wall with button panel in

white wood

- The wall across from the

button panel can hold the

five led strips, the mirror,

glass and handle

- Black mechanical button

panel with display and

brushed stainless steel

frame

- Black charcoal floor

MATCH 

YOUR 

MOOD 



WE CUSTOMISE OUR EQUIPMENT TO COMPLIMENT YOUR 

ARCHITECTURE 

With the Simplex Homelift, you can match the platform and the walls of the cabin. With 

exclusive customisation options available, our clients have complete control over the 

design of their investment. 

Wall with cabin 

button panel 

ROBURWOOD FABRIC WHITE SQUARED WHITE WOOD CLOUD LITTLE HOMES 

--------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------
Cabin Platform 

SMOOTH 

ANTHRACITE 

GREY WOOD 

Platform Sizes (MM, floor surface) 

Alternatives for Walls with Button Panel 

FENICE FACTORY GREY LITTLE ROUNDS 

Alternative Platforms 

BLACK CHARCOAL GREY FLOTEX 

SMOOTH 

BLONDE WOOD SMOOTH PALM 

1100 X 1400 1250 X 1000 

ARDESIA NOCEWOOD 

CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE 

Whether you're having dinner with friends or 

relaxing with your family in the living room, it 

is easy to mimic your mood with the varying 

lighting choices. 

This customisable feature tailors to your style 

at the press of a button, taking your lift to the 

next level. 



HANDLE AND DOOR 

FINISHES 

Square Handle 

Handle with Rounded Corners 

Swing Door Finish 2-Panel Side Opening Door Finish



HOMELIFT GENERAL FEATURES 

Traction engine 1.5 KW (3KW HS Version) 

Belt drive for smooth and soft travel 

Auxiliary supply voltage 24V 

Load capacity Up to 400 KG 

Heavy load capacity Up to 500 KG 

Speed Up to 0.15 M/S 

Version HS speed Up to 0.26 M/S 

Travel Max 14.6 M 

Access N 6 degrees max, on floor 2 degrees max 

Arrival at the floor and soft stop with the "soft start/stop" system 

Electrical safety locks 

Floor call controls with "simple touch" 

Minimum headroom 

Minimum headroom with 

door cabin 

Pit 

Door height 

Standard cabin height 

2500 MM 

2600 MM 

140 MM 

2000 MM 

2100 MM 

DATA IS INDICATIVE AND NOT BINDING. SIMPLEX RESERVES THE RIGHT TO INSERT ANY MODIFICATION WITHOUT NOTICE. 



HOMELIFT KEY FEATURES 

9 Moods (multiple types of wood 

available) 

8 flooring options 

Stainless steel frame 

Vertical LED strip 

Touch push button 

Infrared light barriers on the entrance 

sides 

Dialler to communicate with the outside 

Emergency button provided with 

swing doors 

Handle (optional): Available in round or 

squared version 

Panel (black or white options) 

Ecological (electric traction lift) 

Inside the cabin communication 

MRL (machine roomless) 

Rescue batteries 

Over load indicator 

Control buttons height according to EN 

81 - 41 

Mirror (optional): Always flush version 

DATA IS INDICATIVE AND NOT BINDING. SIMPLEX RESERVES THE RIGHT TO INSERT ANY MODIFICATION WITHOUT NOTICE. 







SIMPLEX 
ELEVATORS 

Lifts for all your Residential, Commercial, and Disability Access Needs. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

E info@simplexelevators.com.au 

P (07) 3881 3355 

@simplex.elevators 

www .simplexelevators.com.au 

Head Office Unit 3/44 Leonard Street, Woolloongabba, QLD 4102 

Please be advised this publication is for general information purposes only. Simplex Elevators reserves the right to make alterations to the product type and 

specifications at any time. Simplex Elevators complies with all Australian Standards and International Best Practices. Please note drawings and measurements 

are a guide only and should not be used without consultation with a Simplex Professional. 


